2007 corolla fuel filter

The Toyota Corolla is a compact sedan that has been around for decades. Like any car, it
requires regular maintenance including oil changes every 3, miles or so and fuel filter changes
every 30, miles or so to keep running strong and prevent any internal damage. Fuel filters work
very much like any other filters and keep dirt and debris out of your car's fuel, allowing for clean
combustion. Luckily, fuel filters are relatively easy to replace in most Corolla models made in or
before Open the hood and let the car sit idle and un-powered for at least a half hour it you had
just been driving it. This will allow the car to cool down. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
This will prevent the airbags from deploying as you're swapping the filter. Locate the old fuel
filter. It is underneath the driver's side of the engine chassis, and it is encased in a small
canister which is shaped somewhat like a soup can attached to the fuel line. Remove the
protective shield from around the filter using the line wrench and set it aside. If the cleaner hose
or charcoal canister are in the way, then simply remove them, too, by unscrewing the bolts on
the brackets holding them in. Loosen the flare nut, which is attached to the filter and the fuel
line, to allow the pressure inside to subside. Remove the banjo fitting and metal gaskets, then
disconnect the fuel line from the old fuel filter and remove it from the mounting bracket. Slip the
new fuel filter into the old fuel filter's place in the mounting bracket and screw a new gasket
onto each end, attaching them with the union bolt. Tighten the flare nut back onto the fuel filter,
put everything you removed back on like the cleaner hose, charcoal canister, etc. Brenton
Shields began writing professionally in His work includes film reviews that appear for the online
magazine Los Angeles Chronicle. He received a Bachelor of Science in social science and
history from Radford University. Refuelling by gasoline of the modern car image by terex from
Fotolia. Step 1 Open the hood and let the car sit idle and un-powered for at least a half hour it
you had just been driving it. Step 2 Disconnect the negative battery cable. Step 3 Locate the old
fuel filter. Step 4 Remove the protective shield from around the filter using the line wrench and
set it aside. Step 5 Loosen the flare nut, which is attached to the filter and the fuel line, to allow
the pressure inside to subside. Step 6 Remove the banjo fitting and metal gaskets, then
disconnect the fuel line from the old fuel filter and remove it from the mounting bracket. Step 7
Slip the new fuel filter into the old fuel filter's place in the mounting bracket and screw a new
gasket onto each end, attaching them with the union bolt. Step 8 Tighten the flare nut back onto
the fuel filter, put everything you removed back on like the cleaner hose, charcoal canister, etc.
Start the car and check for leaks. Gaskets should always be replaced when the filter is replaced,
as these degrade over time. Fuel filters do not need to be replaced in models made in or after ,
as they are contained within the fuel tank. Line wrench New fuel filter and fuel filter gaskets.
Take care to let the pressure release slowly when disconnecting the fuel line, as gasoline may
spray out if it is done too quickly. It only takes a minute to sign up. First time poster trying to
get into cars. So my Toyota Corolla with around 89k miles has a Check engine light that reads
error code P System too lean Bank 1. I was looking that up and the few causes are:. I know
there's listening to the engine idle or something but I'm not sure what I'm listening to and what
the problem is. Using your scan tool watch fuel trims at idle, then while still stopped rpm. To
check the AFR sensor pull a vacuum line with the engine running and it should go high lean.
Then introduce fuel and it should go high rich. To verify MAF condition you do a pull while
driving. If vacuum leak visually inspect all hoses and the intake tube. Use MAF or brake parts
cleaner and spray around the upper intake gasket. And when you do a repair make sure to clear
fuel trim data. Failing to can lead to false positives. P oxygen sensor in bank 1 has detected a
lean condition too much oxygen in the exhaust. This code is triggered by the first downstream
front O2 sensor. Bank 1 refers to the side which has cylinder 1, In a 4 cylinder it is the cylinder
in the front of the engine. The downstream O2 sensor monitors the condition of the catalytic
convertor. If it senses O2-Houston we have a problem. The MAF sensor is essentially is a
sensor with a hot platinum wire and a thermistor. The idea is to maintain the same temperature
in the wire. When the air flows over the wire cooling it. The current required to maintain the
temperature is proportional to the air flow. Very accurate and responsive. Faulty or stuck open
PCV valve Failed or faulty oxygen sensor bank 1, sensor 1 The up stream sensor tell the ECM
how to keep the air fuel mixture optimum. Exhaust leak between engine and first oxygen sensor.
The leak fools the sensor triggering the lean condition. Can be cleaned with disc brake cleaner
or anything that doesn't leave a residue. Ordinary throttle cleaners will leave a residue and
render the sensor useless. Be very careful when handling a MAF sensor they are fragile and
expensive. I have seen this many times on corollas and it always turned out to be the intake
manifold gasket. Its so thin and rubber. When I usually tske them out after remvoing the intake
they are hard like plastic and brittle with some hairline cracks throughout gasket. This causes
this code to pop up. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to
the top. Asked 5 years ago. Active 1 month ago. Viewed 14k times. So my question is, how do I
narrow it down to the problem? Improve this question. DucatiKiller FettFrank FettFrank 1 1 gold

badge 1 1 silver badge 3 3 bronze badges. Welcome to the site. There are a lot of possible
causes for this. It looks like you have the scan tool; please post up the fuel trims that you are
seeing with the engine running. Has anyone seen it from running out of gas? And has it gone
away? Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. You could do a fuel pressure test, but Toyota
pumps rarely fail. Improve this answer. Ben Ben Alberto Alberto 1. Sign up or log in Sign up
using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest
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Question feed. We offer a full selection of genuine Toyota Fuel Filters, engineered specifically to
restore factory performance. Please narrow the Gas Filter results by selecting the vehicle.
About Toyota Fuel Filter Fuel Filter stops articles and debris in the gas tank from getting into
fuel pump. After a longtime usage, the gas tank can be rusted and retain moisture, further
leading to a fuel pollution. Therefore, the fuel filter acts like a guard making sure only clean gas
can go through to fuel pump in order to make the life time longer. There is an exception for
some new car that are made after that the fuel pump cannot be replaced. Otherwise, you need to
change your fuel filter immediately once you find your fuel filter is failing. If you find your
Toyota is lack of power, or the car doesn't start, or a decreasing fuel economy, or the Check
Engine Light is on, these are signs indicating your fuel filter needs your care. Before
replacement, you need buy a brand new one. Price is the only thing we would like to reduce, but
not the quality. We offer all Toyota OEM fuel filter with a beautiful cheap price. Featured Toyota
Fuel Filter. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Select a Trimlevel:. Fuel
Filler Housing. Part Number : Supersession s : Fits Corolla, Matrix. Related Products. TRD in.
Carpet Floor Mats. TRD Brake Kit. Fog Lights - Relay - Service. Additional dealer discounts may
apply. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance:
Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People Also
Bought. Fuel Line Retainer. Fuel Filler Housing Retaining Ring. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filler Door
Release Cable. Fuel Filler Door. Email this product. Email Address. Legal Privacy Policy Legal
Terms. Specifications, features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and
color and trim are based upon information available at time of publication, are subject to change
without notice, and are for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative. All information
applies to U. For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated
facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are
guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec
Founded in , Airtex is a l Founded i We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold.
Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Toyota Corolla Fuel Pump.
Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
NP Part Number: BEC Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results.
Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Beck Arnley is
a leading provider of quality au Feb 15, Fuel pump. Came in a day early and packaged well for
shipping. Jessica Perdue. Purchased on Feb 08, Feb 08, It was a good quality fuel pump. The
fuel pump is doing a great job on my wife's toyota. It was fairly easy to install. It wa
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s under the back seat and easy to get to. Purchased on Dec 21, Jan 30, Assembly was as
advertised. It is installed and working great. Steve Larsen. Purchased on Jan 06, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. Toyota Expands Fuel Pump Recall to 1. This could then cause
the car to stall, with a possibility for the engine to not restart afterward. If the stalling happens
while. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

